WHAT I LEARNED IN CLASS TODAY

ABOUT THE DISCUSSION MODULES

OVERVIEW
In interviews, students discussed issues and situations that they encountered
in classrooms that they found particularly problematic. Key themes and
issues emerged across interviews that we identified to develop Discussion
Modules. These Modules are written specifically as a template for people
who would like a framework for conducting discussions of the issues using
the materials found in the interview archive. They are not, however,
designed as a complete analysis of the archive.
These Modules have been designed for a broad range of engagement with
project materials. Those who are interested in thinking through issues
around classroom climate issues may find these Modules to be a useful
starting point in their investigations. The materials can also be used to
initiate discussions in faculty, departmental, and program meetings of how
to address classroom climate issues. Sections of the Modules contain
materials that have been specifically designed to assist in workshops and
meetings dedicated to improving instructor capacity to engage these issues.
In their interviews, students identified instructor capacity as being central to
their experiences of both effective and ineffective classroom discussions of
Aboriginal issues, and the "Workshop Materials" components of the Modules
are designed with this in mind.
Issues are identified at the beginning of each Module using quotations from
interviews and references to specific interview clips that illustrate a
particular issue. Users can view the clip or clips themselves by entering the
accompanying IVT reference coordinates in the IVT search box titled
“PageNum” (for more detailed instructions for using the IVT, please see
“Appendix B – Using the IVT”). Each Module is then presented in two major
parts: a "Discussion and Analysis" section that provides a reading of an issue
or situation, and a "Workshop Materials" section for use in workshops and
other meetings, and which can be built on by workshop or meeting
facilitators as conversations of the issues move forward. Before using the
workshop materials for the Modules, we strongly encourage users who are
beginning their investigations of these issues to review the “Discussion and
Analysis” section of the Modules as a starting point to thinking about ways
of responding to discussion questions, and to formulate their own questions
to expand on those provided. A more detailed description of each section
and their components can be found below.
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“DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS”
This section is intended to provide grounding in specific issues and
situations drawn from student interviews, and to highlight key points for
workshop facilitators to work towards in their sessions with participants.
This section is also useful for those who would like to work with project
materials on their own, such as researchers and students, since it introduces
key issues and themes from interviews and provides some initial analysis to
initiate further investigation of the issues. In addition, researchers and
others can use this section as a starting point to working more closely with
the full interviews archived using the IVT, since quotations and key points
are cited using IVT references to encourage closer examination of students’
comments.

“WORKSHOP MATERIALS”
The workshop materials have been designed to assist facilitators to initiate
discussions in meetings and with participants to work towards developing
strategies for dealing with difficult classroom situations. The Workshop
Materials make specific reference to clips from student interviews in the IVT,
so facilitators will need to have access to and be familiar with how to use the
IVT in order to work through the discussion questions.
“Workshop Playlist”
The “Workshop Playlist” lists the clips that are used in the workshop
materials section. They have been included because they illustrate the
key issues or themes of the Module, and can be use in workshops or
meetings for this purpose. The numbers that are listed in the playlist are
IVT coordinates. The first number refers to an individual interview (or
more properly, “session”) and the second number refers to the page
number of the transcript of that interview. For example, IVT: 5,44 refers
to session 5, page 44. When you enter these numbers into the search box
titled “PageNum” in the IVT window, the IVT will play the interview
from that point. Please see “Appendix B – Using the IVT” for help with
this section.
“Discussion Questions” and “Questions for Further Discussion”
The discussion questions are intended to invite workshop or meeting
participants to unpack situations or issues from students’ interviews,
and can be worked through within the timeframe of the workshop. Prior
to working through discussion questions with participants, it would be
valuable to revisit the clips with participants. Clips are identified by IVT
references.
Questions have been broken down into two sections: the first is
“Discussion Questions,” which can be used to initiate discussion; the
second is “Questions for Further Discussion,” which can form the basis
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for more in-depth or subsequent discussions of the issues around which
the Module has been focused.
“Exercises”
The exercises are intended to give workshop or meeting participants an
opportunity to strategize ways of addressing issues and situations that
form the basis of each particular Module. Each exercise gets the group to
work through issues and develop best practices that they can use in their
own workplaces or classrooms. Using these exercises in a workshop
gives participants the chance to work with and benefit from the
experience and contributions of facilitators and their colleagues in an
environment that is dedicated to and supportive of these kinds of
investigations.
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